In this article a definition of reversible processes in terms of differences in intensive Thermodynamics properties (Affinities) is proposed. This definition makes it possible to both define reversible processes before introducing the concept of entropy and avoid the circularity problem that follows from the Clausius definition of entropy changes. The convenience of this new definition compared to those commonly found in textbooks is demonstrated with examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics is a subtle subject involving abstract concepts which are often difficult for students to grasp [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Among these concepts we find that of reversibility, which is central in Thermostatics (equilibrium Thermodynamics). In his book on the subject Duhem 9 wrote "In order to state this principle (of Thermodynamics) it is necessary for us to become acquainted with one of the most delicate principles in all Thermodynamics, that of reversible transformation". However important, reversibility is, in general, an ill-defined concept in textbooks.
Closely related with reversibility is the idea of quasistatic paths. Along these paths, the processes involved in the evolution of the system from the initial to the final state, advance infinitely slowly. It is common to introduce and explain reversible processes to students using the example shown in figure 1 , 10, 11 . In the case of an expansion process driven by an infinitesimal difference in pressure, dP , as shown in Figure 1b , we argue that, because the process is quasistatic, the external pressure can be replaced by the systems pressure, and we could change the direction of the process just by changing the sign of dP .
Thus the process is reversible. This direct association between a quasistatic path and a reversible process could induce us to think that any quasistatic process is reversible. Most introductory Thermodynamics, Physics and Physical Chemistry textbooks do not make a clear distinction between reversible and quasistatic paths. It has to be stressed here that a quasistatic locus is not necessarily reversible [12] [13] [14] . Examples as the one mentioned above lead to a commonly found definition for reversible transformations: "...a change that can be reversed by an infinitesimal modification of a variable", or its equivalent "...a process that can be reversed by means of only small changes in their environment..." [15] [16] [17] [18] propose a mathematical definition of a reversible path formulated in terms of "a zero-entropyproduction limit". This way of defining a reversible path implies that both the second law of Thermodynamics and the concept of entropy have to be explained to students before introducing the concept of reversibility. It should be emphasized here that a formally correct definition for a reversible process has to be made in terms of zero entropy production of the process 14 . A reversible process is one for which the total entropy change (systems , beingdq the heat exchange and T the temperature at which the exchange takes place. The subscript "rev" means that the process of heat transfer must be calculated in a reversible path in order to obtain the entropy change in that process. Then, the definition of reversibility in terms of vanishing entropy production is in some way useless because we have to identify a reversible path in order to calculate the entropy change but, because the definition states that a reversible process is one where ∆S = 0, we first have to calculate the total entropy change to ensure that the path we have chosen to calculate the entropy is reversible. This is no doubt very confusing and not only for students. The origin of this is historical: Carnot introduced the concept of reversible work, heat transfer and reversible machines before Clausius advanced the concept and definition of entropy producing this circularity problem. The same piston expands against a pressure p = p i − dp in a reversible quasi-static process. In this case the mass m is replaced by a pile of sand. Each grain of sand is removed one by one to mimic the quasi-static path.
Because the concept of reversibility is central and has to be introduced at early stages in the study of Thermodynamics, the question is how we could give an operational definition for reversible processes before introducing the Second Law of Thermodynamics in order to avoid the circularity problem described above. This can be done by identifying the driving forces for the process in question. Before developing this idea let me present first some preliminary concepts.
II. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS.

A. Extensive and Intensive variables
An extensive parameter is one which depends on the system size. Let me illustrate this with an example. If we add to one litre of water at a temperature of 298 K another litre of water at the same temperature, the total final volume, V will be 2 litres. Then V is an extensive variable that depends on the amount of matter. On the other hand, the temperature of the final system of two litres of water is not 298 K + 298 K = 596 K, it is just 298 K. Temperature does not depend on the system size, it is an intensive parameter. Intensive parameters are in general relations between two extensive ones, for example, because density (ρ) is mass per volume, pressure (P) is force per unit area and surface tension(γ) is energy per unit area, then ρ, P and γ are three intensive parameters.
B. The unique problem in Thermostatics
The single problem of equilibrium thermodynamics is the determination of the equilibrium state that eventually results after the removal of internal constraints in a closed, composite system 22 . All problems in Thermostatics can be reduced to this. Let me illustrate how with examples. Suppose we want to determine the final temperature of two bodies when they are put in thermal contact in an adiabatic process (figure 2a). We can think that initially the two bodies were in equilibrium separated by an internal constraint, an adiabatic wall, forming a composite system (composed by the two bodies in an isolated closed system). Then, the restriction is eliminated permitting the flux of energy as heat between the two bodies and forming a composite isolated system as shown in figure 2a. The problem reduces now to obtaining the new equilibrium state of our composite isolated system once the internal constraint is removed. Consider now another example: two gaseous systems separated by a diathermal piston fixed in place by a screw. We desire to obtain the equilibrium position of the piston when the screw is removed if the whole process is adiabatic. In this case we form a new composite isolated system as shown in figure 2b. Again the problem reduces to finding the new equilibrium condition of this isolated closed system. If the process is not adiabatic we just include a third subsystem, the surroundings, to give place to an isolated composite system (with three subsystems) and proceed in the same way. The solution for the unique problem of Thermostatic is obtained by searching for the maximum of a certain function that describes the composite isolated system, once the internal constraints are removed.
This function is the total entropy, S. 
C. The formalism in thermostatics.
By combining the Clausius definition for entropy change, dS =dq rev /T with the first law of thermodynamics for a closed system, dU =dq +dw (being U the Internal energy and w the work), and assuming, for now, that only pressure-volume (PV) work (quasi-static) can be done,dw = −P dV it follows that,
Written in this way, U can be viewed as some function of the extensive independent variables S and V, U(S, V ); then its differential will be
By comparing eqs. 1 and 2, we can define T as the partial derivative of U(S,V) with respect to the entropy: T = ∂U/∂S. From this, it is now clear that T is an intensive variable because U and S are extensive. In the same way we can define P = −∂U/∂V .
Because the partial derivatives of any function are also functions of the same variables, then T(S,V) and P(S,V) give the relations between T and P with the independent variables S and V. These functions are called equations of state 22 . It is neither common nor convenient to have S as an independent variable. Let us then rewrite eq. 1 as
Now, we can say that S, in eq. 3, is a function of the independent variables U and V, S(U, V ). When the differential form is written as in eq. 1, we say that it is in the Energy representation, meaning that U is the dependent variable; when written as eq. 3, we say that it is in the Entropic representation, meaning that S is now the dependent variable.
The function S(U, V ) is the Fundamental Relation of our thermodynamic system. We can identify the partial derivatives in eq. 3 as . These partial derivatives are also functions of the same independent variables as S(U,V). Because the second principle of thermodynamics is expressed in terms of the maximum of the entropy, we assume (postulate) that for any thermodynamic system there is a fundamental relation S(U, X i ), the entropy, which is a function of all extensive parameters, X i , necessary to describe it correctly. That is,
we postulate the existence of the integral of eq. 3 for each thermodynamic system, and then we generalize the treatment to all systems by including in S(U, Xi) all the relevant extensive parameters needed to describe those systems completely. In reference 25 an example of the application of this formalism, in which the authors work out the fundamental equation of a non-ideal rubber band, is presented. Since entropy is additive, the total entropy of a composite system is the sum of the entropy of each subsystem,
adopt values that maximize the total entropy,
D. Equilibrium, Driving forces for change and Affinities.
The fundamental equation S(U, X i ) contains all the thermodynamics information of the system. Suppose we have an isolated composite system formed by two subsystems separated by a completely restrictive wall as shown in figure 3 . With completely restrictive wall we mean that the wall does not allow any redistribution of extensive variables between subsystems: i.e the wall is adiabatic and energy cannot be transferred as heat between the subsystems, it is rigid and the volume of subsystems cannot change, it is non permeable to any substance and then the mole numbers in each subsystem remain constant, etc. A process initiates when one, some or all of these restrictions are removed, and our task is to determine the new equilibrium state for the composite system that eventually results. The second principle states that the total entropy, S(
i ) should be a maximum at equilibrium (dS = 0, d 2 S < 0),
FIG. 3. Isolated composite system
Let me consider just two variables, U and V, in eq. 4 and the process of figure 3 in order to make the presentation of ideas more explicit and clear. In that case the equilibrium condition for the isolated composite system reduces to,
Because both the total internal energy (isolated composite system) and the total volume are constant, we have the following closure relations, dU
since at equilibrium dS = 0 independently of dU, dV the brackets in eq. 6 must be zero and thus, the equilibrium conditions are T (1) = T (2) and P (1) = P (2) , as expected. Now, in a quasistatic stepped process we can replace dS by ∆S in each step of the path from the initial to the final state of the composite system,
where ∆S step has to approach zero for all steps if the process is to be reversible (∆S = 0), independently of ∆U and ∆V . As a consequence the brackets have to tend to zero in each step for a reversible process. The terms inside the brackets are the generalized force, called affinities, that drives any irreversible process from a non-equilibrium to an equilibrium state.
In simple systems, they are generally expressed as a difference in an intensive variable among subsystems. The variables involved in this case are T and P, but the analysis can be easily generalized (eq. 4) to other intensive variables and processes. Summarizing, a process driven by an arbitrarily small affinity guarantees that the entropy production of the process tends to zero, such a process approaches a thermodynamic reversible process.
III. A DEFINITION OF A REVERSIBLE PATH IN TERMS OF AFFINITIES.
We could then define a reversible process as follows: a process approaches a reversible transformation when it is driven by a vanishing affinity. For simple systems this means that the process is driven by an infinitesimal difference in an intensive variable such as T, P, µ (chemical potential, µ = ∂U/∂N), etc.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES.
I will illustrate the problems that could be encountered when using the common definitions found in textbooks and show how the definition proposed above avoids them.
A. Adiabatic Free expansion of an ideal gas.
The free expansion of a gas refers to an increase of its volume against zero pressure and is a typical example used when teaching Thermodynamics. Typically this is explained in terms of cylinders with moving frictionless pistons and the problem consists of calculating the change in the internal energy and entropy of the expansion process. The typical analysis is as follows. Because the external pressure is equal to zero, the work done, w (expansion work against the external pressure P ext ) is also zero,dw = −P ext dV = 0. Then, from the first law of Thermodynamics for a closed system: dU =dq +dw =dq, and because the process is adiabatic,dq = 0. It follows that dU = 0. For a perfect gas dU = cNRdT (c is a positive constant, N the number of moles and R the ideal gas constant), it follows that dT = 0 and the temperature is constant during the expansion process. For the calculation of the entropy change of the process we use the Clausius definition dS =dq rev /T , which must be calculated for any reversible path from the initial to the final state. Then we need to think of a reversible path to carry out the sum n=∞ (dq rev /T ). Let us consider then the situation depicted on figure 4 . There we have a cylinder with our perfect gas inside with a moving (frictionless) piston in contact with an evacuated vessel, (P ext = 0), the piston is initially fixed in place by a pin or screw which is then removed to let the system expand a dV = A.dx, where dx is fixed by the micrometer and A is the piston area. After the first differential expansion dV, the pin is put back in place and the micrometer is turned in an additional dx to repeat the process until the final volume is reached. The distance dx can be as small as desired defining a continuous expansion such that V = V 0 + dV and we have a quasistatic locus. Now, we can think that we have defined a quasistatic and reversible path from initial to final state because a thermodynamic variable, the volume V, is changed in a dV.
FIG. 4. The continuous free expansion of an ideal gas.
Here is the problem: If we try calculating the change in entropy of this process using the apparently reversible path of figure 4, we immediately become confused because P ext = 0, and then w = 0 and q = 0 in each step of the expansion. Then, if the Clausius statement is correct, S = dS = dq rev /T = 0 in an expansion! We know that the change in entropy is in fact given by, ∆S = NRln(V f /V i ), being V f and V i the final and initial volumes, thus we have found an inconsistency. Let us now apply the definition given in the previous section for a reversible path. If we use it in the case of figure 4 to determine if the chosen path from the initial to the final state is reversible or not, it is immediately clear that it is not. The process is driven by a finite difference in the intensive variable responsible for the change in volume, the pressure, the affinity P int − P ext = P int − 0 = dP , and the chosen path cannot be used to calculate the entropy change. The origin of the problem is the fact that the quasistatic path was defined in terms of the diferential change in an extensive variable, the volume, and this cannot be done (the driving forces for change are always differences on intensive variables). The definition in terms of affinities dictates how to correctly choose a reversible path without making use of the entropy concept and avoiding the circularity:
In order to calculate the entropy change using the Clausius definition and a reversible path the affinity that drives the process has to approach zero: P int − P ext = dP , then we can replace the external pressure by the internal one given by the equation of state for the ideal gas: P = NRT /V . Because dU = 0 thendq = −dw = P.dV = (NRT /V )dV and dS =dq rev /T = (NR/V )dV which integrated between V f and V i gives ∆S = NRln(V f /V i ).
B. Quasistatic transfer of heat.
Let us consider now another situation, depicted in figure 5 . We have two bodies, A and B at different temperatures, T A and T B , with T A > T B . The whole system is isolated and the bodies are separated by a perfect adiabatic wall, but this wall has a very small hole without thermal isolation that can be made as small as we want. This allows the flux of energy as heat at a rate that depends on the size of the hole and that can be as slow as we desire. In this way we have a quasistatic continuous transfer of energy as heat from A to B and we may think that we have defined a reversible locus to equilibrium since a variable, U a (and U B , is changed in dU. Now if this is true and because the whole system is isolated, the infinitesimal change in the total entropy should be, 
which means that the entropy increases even though the process as a whole is quasistatic in the energy (heat) transfer and adiabatic (the system composed by the two subsystems is isolated). Then, even though infinitely slow changes take place (we can make the hole as small as we want) the whole process is intrinsically irreversible (dS > 0).
Again this problem originates because the definition of our quasistatic locus was done in terms of an extensive variable, the energy. If we use the definition in terms of affinities we find that the driving force for the energy exchange, the difference in temperatures, is Let us see here how our definition applies in an example with frictional forces. Imagine the typical system of a gas inside a cylinder in a configuration similar to that of figure 1b.
The only difference is that we will now consider that sliding friction forces exist between the piston and the cylinder walls. In this case the process cannot be reversible 26, 27 , and our definition has to show this. In the calculation of the force responsible for the movement of the piston we need to consider the frictional force. For simplicity we will model it with the expression of dry friction: F f = β.f N ; being f N the normal force and β the friction coefficient. Now the net force for the movement of the cylinder is given by the driving force exerted on the piston by the pressure difference inside and outside it multiplied by the piston area, A, and the frictional force in such a way that: A.(P out − P in ) = A.∆P ≥ βf N .
Then the driving force, ∆P = P out − P int , can approach the vanishing limit, dP , that from our definition guarantees reversibility, only if the normal, f N , or the friction coefficient, β, approaches zero. That means that the process can be reversible only if there is no friction.
If the frictional force has a finite value, ∆P cannot be arbitrarily small and it cannot tend to zero because, if the piston is going to move, the minimum value for ∆P should be at least equal to βf N /A, and then the requisite of arbitrarily small driving force, a differential affinity, is not fulfilled and the process is irreversible. Note that in this case the process can be quasistatic by taking ∆P = βf N /A, but not reversible. For a very comprehensive treatment of this problem see reference 28, here our goal is just to show how our definition for reversibility helps us see that a process with frictional forces cannot be reversible.
V. CONCLUSION
Because the driving forces for change are always differences between intensive variables, a process is reversible only when this differences are inffinitely small. The definition based on affinities helps avoid confusion when dealing with problems such as those presented here, and helps recognize if a process is reversible. If this is so then we can obtain the entropy change by means of the Clausius definition avoiding the circularity problem that emerges from it.
The definition for reversible processes proposed in this article can be used in introductory thermodynamics courses without the need to demonstrate mathematically that it implies the zero entropy production limit, this can be left for more advanced courses or for when the concept of entropy is explained.
As a final comment let me state here that for more complex systems, affinities can involve a combination of different intensive variables of the subsystems depending on the closure conditions specific for each problem. However the requisite of a vanishing affinity still holds in order to have a reversible process.
